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Introduction
Welcome to The Landmark System Reference Book! This is
an information resource that you can reference anytime you
want to review The Landmark System. While the online course
is more than sufficient to learning and mastering The
Landmark System, this book will serve as a physical copy of the
information in the course.
In this reference book we will be covering all the topics in
the course. First we will cover the foundations of music
notation. This includes concepts like the grand staff. After the
foundations, I will teach you note reading via The Landmark
System. By the end of this book you will have a reliable and
quick system to read music notation.
Thank you again for deciding to be a part of the course.
I’m excited for your progress. Let’s begin!
- Rob
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Music Notation Fundamentals
First, let’s look at an example of music.

Now take some time and observe the different symbols. All
the circles are called notes. Here are those notes highlighted.

All these notes represent exact notes on your instrument.
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Now that you know what a note looks like. The first definition
we need to learn in the staff. The staff is the foundation upon
which notes are drawn. It looks like this:

Now look at the staff closely. How many lines are there? How
many spaces are there between those lines? If you count you’ll
find that there are 5 lines and 4 spaces.

1
2
3
4
5

1
2
3
4

Notes can fall on either a line or space like this:
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Every one of these notes on a line or space represents a
white note on the keyboard. Here are some examples.
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Next we need to understand the concept of clefs. There are
two types of clefs, Treble Clef and Bass Clef.
Treble Clef

Bass Clef

When a clef is written on a staff, it means that the staff
represents certain notes on the keyboard. Can you guess what
it means when the Bass Clef is on a staff? Well what notes does
a bass player play? The bass player plays low notes. So notes
that fall on the Bass Clef staff represent all the low notes. The
Treble Clef represents all the high notes.
Bass Clef area

Low
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Another name for the Treble Clef is the G Clef. This is because
the clef wraps around the staff line that represents the note G.

G
As you go up from line to space to line to space, you’re going
up note by note. You’re going up the alphabet. Remember that
after “G” you start back at “A” in music.

G

A

B

C

D

E
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Now what happens after we run out of lines and spaces? Well
after a line is always a space, so we write the next note right
above the top line. There isn’t a line running through it, so it’s a
space. That space is “G” after the note “F”.

G

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Now what happens next? We’ve run out of lines. Since we’ve
run out of lines, we draw in our own mini-lines. These lines are
called ledger lines.

G

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

A

After “G” is the note “A” on the ledger line. Again, remember in
music after “G” it switches back to “A”.
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Now if we keep going we just continue to draw ledger lines
and write notes on the ledger line or in the spaces between the
ledger lines.

G

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

A

B

C

Now let’s look at the Bass Clef. The Bass Clef is also known as
the F Clef. Notice how the line that represents the note “F” runs
between the two dots of the Bass Clef.

F
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Now that we know that line represents an “F”, we can fill in the
rest of the staff. Remember, going upward goes up the
alphabet, going downward goes down the alphabet.

F G A F

E D C B A G F

E D C

When we have the Treble Clef and the Bass Clef together, this
is called the Grand Staff.
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The two staves (plural for staff) in the Grand Staff connect in
the middle on the note “C”. You can see how they connect
below.

F

G

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

This C is called Middle C. Middle C is the C in the middle
on the piano. It’s the 4th C from the bottom on a full 88
key keyboard. It’s the 3rd C from the bottom on smaller
keyboards.
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Alright this is the end of the chapter on the fundamentals of
music notation. Let’s do a quick recap!
•

In this chapter we learned that the circles you see in music
represent notes.

•

Each note corresponds to a note on your instrument.

•

These notes are written on top of staves (plural for staff).

•

These staves are made up of 5 lines and 4 spaces.

•

Notes lie on either a line or space. These notes are the
white notes on the keyboard.

•

As you go from line to space to line to space you are going
up consecutive notes (letters in the alphabet).

•

The notes in music go A, B, C, D, E, F, G, then after “G”
return to “A”.

•

When you want to write notes outside of the staves you
need to use ledger lines. These are mini-lines that you write
in to designate a line.

•

There are two types of clefs, Treble Clef and Bass Clef.
These clefs designate which notes the lines and spaces of
the staves represent. The Bass Clef covers the low notes,
the Treble Clef, the high notes.
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•

The Treble Clef is also called the “G Clef” as the clef wraps
around the line that represents the note “G”.

•

The Bass Clef is also known as the “F Clef” as the the line
that represents the note “F” runs between the two dots of
the Bass Clef.

•

When we combine the Treble Clef and the Bass Clef we get
the Grand Staff.

•

The Bass Clef staff and the Treble Clef staff in the Grand
Staff are connected by Middle C. Middle C is the C in the
middle of the piano. It’s the 4th C from the bottom on 88
key keyboards and the 3rd C from the bottom on smaller
sized keyboards.
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The Landmark System
In this chapter we will be going over The Landmark
System. The Landmark System is a way to quickly recognize
notes in music. In this system we use “landmark notes” as
reference notes. By memorizing these reference notes we are
also memorizing the notes around them. As we now know,
when you go from line to space to line space you move
consecutive notes. From this concept we can figure out notes
around the landmark notes. As the chapter unfolds, you’ll
begin to see how the landmark notes are very easy to
remember due to two types of relationships.
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In The Landmark System there are three “core landmark” notes
you need to learn. Luckily, you’ve already learned them!

Treble G
Middle C
Bass F

The “G” in the Treble Clef (G Clef), the “F” in the Bass Clef (F
Clef) and Middle C are the three core landmarks. Here’s where
the landmarks like on a full keyboard.

Bass F

Treble G
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Now if we zoom in, we can see that Treble G, Middle C, and
Bass F are all equidistance from each other. There are three
notes between F & C, and C & G.

F G A B C D E F G
3 notes

3 notes

This creates a nice symmetry with C at the middle. You will see
the symmetry in music notation as well. Notice how both
Treble G and Bass F are two lines away from the middle.

2nd line from bottom

2nd line from top
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The symmetry is what makes it easy to remember. Just
remember the 2nd line away from the middle is G in the Treble
Clef, and F in the Bass Clef.
Now that you have these landmarks memorized, figuring out
the notes around them is a lot easier. Try guessing what these
notes below are.

Write answers
on line or on
piece of paper
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Here are the answers.

A

F

E

G

D

The first two blanks are A and F. Those notes surround Treble
G. A is above G and F is below G. The next two blanks are E
and G. E is below F and G is above F. Finally that last blank is
D. That D is right below the Treble Clef staff. Which means it’s
right above Middle C. After the letter C is...D! So it’s the D
above Middle C.
Now you know the core landmarks and how to use them. This
system gets you thinking spatially, paying to attention to how
the notes are spaced out, which is how advanced pianists
quickly translate notation to their instrument.
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Now that you’ve learned the core 3 landmarks, we will now
expand outward into the rest of the landmark notes. There are
three more sets of landmark notes. I call these three sets
Landmark Expansion #1, Landmark Expansion #2, and
Landmark Expansion #3. We will now cover the first expansion.

Treble C
Treble G
Middle C
Bass F
Bass C
The new landmarks in Landmark Expansion #1 are Treble C,
and Bass C. These are the C’s right outside of Treble G and
Bass F.
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Just like Treble G and Bass F, there is symmetry between Treble
C and Bass C. They’re both the 3rd space out from the middle.

Treble C

Bass C
The symmetry is reflected on the keyboard as well. They’re
both two notes away from Treble G and Bass F.

C D E F G A BC D E F G A B C
2 notes

3 notes

Bass F

3 notes

Middle C
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Now that you know Treble C and Bass C, we will go on to
Landmark Expansion #2. Again, we will expand equally
outward. The new landmarks are High G and Low F.

High G
Treble C
Treble G
Middle C
Bass F
Bass C
Low F
Notice that again there is a symmetry that happens. Both High
G and Low F are touching the outsides of their staves. High G is
the space above the top line of Treble Clef. Low F is the space
below the bottom line of Bass Clef. It’s easy to remember these
two. They’re just right outside the staves.
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On the keyboard you can see the symmetry as well. Both High
G and Low F are three notes out from Treble C and Bass C,
respectively.

F GA B C DE F G AB C DE F GA BC DE F G
3 notes

2 notes

3 notes

3 notes

2 notes

3 notes

There is symmetry happening with the landmarks. It all starts
in the middle with Middle C and it grows out equally. There is
one more relationship that is happening. You may have
noticed it already. That relationship will be come very apparent
when we cover the final landmarks.
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Finally, we’re at Landmark Expansion #3! Again, we will expand
equally outward. The final two landmarks in The Landmark
System are High C and Low C. They are both two ledger lines
outside of the staves.

High C
High G
Treble C
Treble G
Middle C
Bass F
Bass C
Low F
Low C
And that’s it. These are the 9 Landmarks! Now look closely, can
you see another relationship beyond the symmetry?
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All of the landmarks in Treble Clef are C’s and G’s. All of the
landmarks in Bass Clef are C’s and F’s. This makes it even easier
to remember the landmarks.

High C
High G
Treble C
Treble G

All C’s
and G’s

Middle C
Bass F
Bass C
Low F
Low C

All C’s
and F’s

Additionally, outside of Middle C, there are 4 groups - High,
Treble, Bass, and Low. Each of those groups has a “C” in it and
either a “G” or an “F”.
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Alright this is the end of the chapter on The Landmark System.
You can now use the 9 Landmarks as reference notes to figure
out other notes. Let’s do a quick recap!
•

The Core 3 Landmarks are Middle C, Treble G, and Bass F.

•

Treble G and Bass F are both two lines from the middle of
the Grand Staff.

•

Landmark Expansion #1 includes Treble C and Bass C.
Treble C and Bass C are both 3 spaces from the middle of
the Grand Staff.

•

Landmark Expansion #2 includes High G and Low F. High
and Low F touch the outsides of the Grand Staff.

•

Landmark Expansion #3 includes High C and Low C. High
and Low C are both two ledger lines outside the Grand
Staff.

•

There is symmetry between the landmarks in Treble Clef
and Bass Clef with Middle C in the middle.

•

All the landmarks in Treble Clef are C’s and G’s, all the
landmarks in Bass Clef are C’s and F’s.
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Conclusion
Congratulations on getting to the end of The Landmark
System Reference Book! I one hundred percent believe The
Landmark System is the best way to quickly start reading
music. Getting good quickly is important because when people
don’t see results right away, there’s a tendency to quit. I really
want to see you succeed and learning this system will help.
Now for some people these landmarks just click instantly.
You see the symmetry, you see that Treble Clef is C’s and G’s
and Bass Clef is C’s and F’s. For other’s it might take a bit of
time before it clicks. The more time you spend using the
system the easier it will be to read the notes.
Lucky for you you’re enrolled in a course that’s not just
information, but also a training program. Stick with the course
and you’ll get good very fast. Once again, thanks for enrolling in
the course, I’m excited for your progress, best of luck!
- Rob
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